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Lockheed Martin Opens Futuristic Satellite Operations Center Test
Bed
The Ops Center of the Future is a digital-first reimagination of satellite operation possibilities

Littleton, Colo., Sept. 11, 2023 – Lockheed Martin (NYSE: LMT) today announced the opening of its Operations Center of the Future, a technology
test bed showcasing how tomorrow’s satellite operators will be able to manage multiple space missions simultaneously using a web-based, secure
cloud infrastructure.

The Lockheed Martin self-funded, futuristic operations center, located on the company’s campus near Denver, Colo., utilizes its proven Compass™
Mission Planning and Horizon™ Command and Control (C2) software. This software has already flown more than 50 spacecraft, performing
government, research and commercial space missions. The powerful ground system allows for the management of single satellites – or entire
constellations of similar or entirely different satellite types – by a single operator at the same time, from almost anywhere.

“The Operations Center of the Future’s next-generation AI, automation and cloud capabilities enable operators to remain closer to the mission than
ever before, regardless of their physical location,” said Maria Demaree, vice president and general manager of Lockheed Martin Space’s National
Security Space business. “Remote operators can instantly receive timely mission alerts about satellite operations, and then securely log-in to make
smart, fast decisions from virtually anywhere.”

The innovative test bed first proved its concept of operations earlier this year by successfully flying the company’s In-space Upgrade Satellite
System (LM LINUSS™) demonstrator, which proved how small satellites can help upgrade and sustain space architectures with new capabilities.

The center’s automation and artificial intelligence/machine learning capabilities allow it to manage satellite constellations of almost any size. The
center’s flexibility allows for minimal staff requirements as operators can use the same baseline software regardless of mission, and enables “lights
out” operations by providing remote operation agility and resiliency.

The Operations Center of the Future is also expected to command and control the company’s upcoming Pony Express 2, TacSat, and future LM 400
on-orbit tech demonstration missions.

Watch the Ops Center of the Future video.

For additional information, visit our website: www.lockheedmartin.com

About Lockheed Martin

Headquartered in Bethesda, Maryland, Lockheed Martin Corporation is a global security and aerospace company that employs approximately
116,000 people worldwide and is principally engaged in the research, design, development, manufacture, integration and sustainment of advanced
technology systems, products and services.

Please follow @LMNews on X for the latest announcements and news across the corporation, and follow @LMSpace to learn more about the latest
technologies, missions and people driving the future of space.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gHkAfBI1txo
https://news.lockheedmartin.com/2023-03-14-Lockheed-Martin-Launches-Commercial-Ground-Control-Software-for-Satellite-Constellations
https://news.lockheedmartin.com/2023-04-18-Lockheed-Martin-CubeSats-Successfully-Validate-Essential-Maneuvers-for-On-orbit-Servicing
https://www.lockheedmartin.com/en-us/products/lm400.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gHkAfBI1txo
http://www.lockheedmartin.com/
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